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 The Hidden Value 
of Log Analytics
Discover the top use cases for unlocking meaningful 
insights from log analytics at scale
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Luckily, there’s a better way 
to perform log analytics 
at scale, without paying 
outrageous storage costs. 

We’ll show you how analyzing log data  
can help your organization: 

Comply with internal policies  
and external regulations

Detect and investigate  
security threats

Troubleshoot systems, computers,  
applications or networks

And more

INTRODUCTION
Logs are automatically-generated records of events that take place within an application, network, or infrastructure 

service . Examples of events that generate log data include failed password attempts, changes in network 

configurations, clicks and other interactions within an app. These records are stored as log files, creating an audit 

trail of system events that can be analyzed for a variety of purposes . This log data is critical to discovering everything 

from security threats to application performance issues .

Many organizations store their log data for a set retention window, then archive this data in cold, long-term storage 

where it’s difficult to regularly access for analytics. In fact, some organizations might retain their logs for just a few 

days, depending on the minimum windows dictated by local or industry-specific compliance regulations. 

Either that, or they’re overpaying for costly storage, search and analytics options . For example, using a combination 

of Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana (the ELK stack) can add up . With modern applications routinely generating 

terabytes of machine data per month, ELK stack costs can quickly spiral out of control due to the distributed 

architecture in which data is partitioned and stored (more on that later) .

Many of these same organizations also rely on separate observability tools to interpret their log data for specific use 

cases, such as application performance and security threat hunting . While these tools are very good at alerting you 

about what’s happening in real time, they are not designed or optimized for analytics at scale . They typically limit 

data retention or become expensive for long-term retention . A wealth of insights from log data is likely being left on 

the table. What’s more, each individual observability platform can create a data silo, whereas many teams find much 

more value in centralizing different sets of log data . First, let’s look at four common 
use cases for log analytics.

+
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THREAT HUNTING AND SECURITY OPERATIONS
A new class of security threat, advanced persistent threats (APTs), are on the rise . In an APT, an attacker 

uses sophisticated techniques to stealthily gain unauthorized access to a system, and stay there for a 

long period of time . While these attacks take a long time to execute, their high-value targets, such as 

corporations and nation-states, often suffer big monetary and reputational damages .

According to research from IBM and The Ponemon Institute, the average amount of time to detect a 

security threat in 2021 was 207 days, and roughly 280 days to contain it . When log data is locked away 

after its initial retention window, these threats can linger for even longer than that . Rather than risk the 

high cost of these security incidents, organizations can look to log analytics for threat hunting . But short 

retention windows won’t work to identify and eliminate the potential of APTs and other lingering threats .

The most successful hunt 
teams rely on large-scale log 
data aggregation and analysis.

Average time to detect  
a security threat in 2021

Average time to contain  
a security threat in 2021

207 Days 280 Days

At a minimum, threat hunters need access to data sources that give them visibility into host and network 

activities, as well as telemetry data collected by the security solutions that are currently in place in their 

environment (such as a security information and event management, or SIEM, system) .
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Using analytics tools like Kibana and others, threat hunters can conduct a wide range of queries, perform 

data correlations, and create data visualizations that help uncover hidden insights within their data sets . 

Threat hunting involves investigating a potential attack scenario, rather than following up on an alert that 

existing security observability tools might have generated . 

Without the clear-cut evidence that would trigger an alert, threat hunting requires the hunter to gather 

intelligence by conducting various analyses on the data in the environment . The most successful hunt 

teams rely on large-scale log data aggregation and analysis . 

This log data can come from many sources, such as: 

• Proxies 

• DNS queries 

• Firewalls 

• NetFlow records

• SSL/TLS and other  
certificate repositories 

• Access logs from cloud services 

• System event logs from endpoints 

• Windows Event logs 

• Windows Registry keys 

• Endpoint detection and  
response (EDR) tools 

• Application server logs 

• Email transaction logs 

• System audit records

ChaosSearch  |  Beyond Observability: The Hidden Value of Log Analytics
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Another common use case 
for logs are security audits. 

Security audits can help:

Identify security problems and gaps, 
or system weaknesses

Establish a security baseline  
or determine if security training 
 is adequate

Comply with internal or external 
requirements such as PCI, GDPR and 
SOC 2 requirements

And more

How do you distinguish normal behavior from  
anomalous behavior within your applications and  
servers using this log data? 

Hunters must always put new evidence in the context of a historical baseline condition . One way 

to do this effectively is to create visuals that span a large timeframe . For example, a long-term 

graph would make it easier to recognize a sudden spike in network traffic. Pairing a centralized log 

management solution with a SIEM can make this process far more efficient.

Beyond threat hunting alone, security operations (SecOps) teams can use log data to investigate 

known issues . During a security event, security teams often turn to IT and DevOps teams to gain 

access to more log data to determine the root cause of an incident . 

+

Pairing a centralized log management 
solution with a SIEM can make this 
process far more efficient.

https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/security-audit
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CLOUD OPERATIONS 
Troubleshooting cloud services and infrastructure is an ongoing challenge for organizations of all  

sizes . Container services alone create a blizzard of logs . As organizations adopt more cloud services  

and their cloud environments grow more complex, they naturally produce more telemetry data—

including application, system and security logs that document all types of events . All cloud services  

and infrastructure components generate their own, distinct logs .

Applying log analytics can help reduce some of the headaches associated with troubleshooting 

common cloud infrastructure and services issues . Uncovering these issues faster can help improve 

incident management KPIs, which include mean time to know (MTTK), mean time to repair (MTTR), and 

mean time between failure (MTBF), among others. Taking advantage of the efficient data retention of 

a centralized log analytics platform improves log coverage, which helps uncover lingering issues that 

observability platforms cannot . Using a log analytics solution, DevOps teams can detect and resolve  

the following types of issues:

Cloud Security and Configuration Management 
Maintaining consistent configuration management 

across all of your cloud infrastructure can be a major 

challenge . In fact, hackers often exploit common 

cloud misconfigurations, which include using default 

credentials or accidentally exposing credentials, exposed 

ports or poorly secured S3 buckets, and more .

Cloud Application Performance Issues  
Cloud applications can be delayed or fail for a number 

of reasons, including how they’re built and configured, 

poor database performance, or issues with the cloud 

computing services themselves .

Multi-Cloud Deployment Issues 
Organizations embracing a multi-cloud approach need 

to learn to do the same things differently across cloud 

platforms . Learning a new system can be a costly and 

error-prone process .

Cloud Availability and Latency Issues 
Sometimes issues can occur on the user’s side, and 

other times, server-side issues may cause latency and 

availability issues for public cloud services .

Taking advantage of the 
efficient data retention of 
a centralized log analytics 
platform improves log 
coverage cannot.
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4 CloudOps Use Cases for Log Analytics 

In addition to troubleshooting, Cloud Operations (CloudOps) engineers can  
proactively leverage log analytics for a variety of use cases, such as:

Improving CloudOps Stability 
The CloudOps engineer monitors log trends to identify an application issue, then parses and correlates logs 

from that application as well as its container, compute, and storage resources . This helps manage performance 

and meet SLAs . They also use log analytics to track user actions with sensitive data to improve compliance . 

Increasing CloudOps Agility 
The CloudOps engineer learns from their container logs that their latest application version consumes more 

compute cycles for certain workloads than the last version . They also might learn from their compute cluster 

logs that performance becomes erratic during bursts of user logins . These insights help them rapidly build  

and release a better application version, with the right allocation of compute resources .

Overseeing Highly Automated Processes 
When IT engineers or business managers subscribe to cloud services, they kick off automated processes . 

AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud provision those services by activating workflows that execute tasks across 

components of the cloud environment: compute, storage, containers, etc . Cloud providers also automate 

processes to remediate issues that arise, helping enterprises meet performance and availability SLAs . 

CloudOps engineers and teams must keep a close eye on what is happening to help compliance officers 

maintain governance standards .

Understanding Utilization of Virtualized Hardware Resources 
CloudOps teams spin up virtualized cloud resources through their cloud provider’s portal in a matter of hours . 

This makes enterprise IT more stable because cloud providers assume the responsibility and liability of 

this cumbersome physical work . It makes enterprises more agile by helping them scale rapidly . Even so, 

virtualized storage, compute, and network resources still need a lot of oversight .

1

2

3

4
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APPLICATION TROUBLESHOOTING  
AND DEVOPS EFFICIENCY
Since logs are created by every event within an application (including the system on which it runs), they 

provide comprehensive insights into the state of an application at any given time . As a result, logs are 

extremely useful for troubleshooting application issues .

Centralized log management software captures event logs from the application, its related services and 

dependencies, as well as network endpoints, infrastructure components, and other sources in the IT 

environment . Ideally, with unlimited data retention, DevOps team can store large volumes of log data to 

facilitate in-depth observability of applications over time . Here are a few examples of how this works:

Monitoring applications by aggregating log and event data from throughout the  

DevOps environment. Logs provide a timestamped record of every event that takes place  

within the application, enabling DevOps teams to fully monitor the application environment  

and related infrastructure .

Providing detailed records of events that take place within the application and throughout 

the IT environment. While metrics and traces help DevOps teams determine what is broken 

or where an error is happening, logs reveal a deeper level of detail that can help engineers 

troubleshoot and debug their applications .

Enabling DevOps teams to keep using their older logs when needed for application  

troubleshooting, root cause analysis, and forensic investigations .

Providing real user monitoring, which empowers DevOps teams with insights into how  

many visitors are using the app, where they’re spending the most time, and where they’re 

encountering friction or experiencing bottlenecks . 

When deployed together, 
application performance 
monitoring (APM) software and 
centralized log management 
can provide a comprehensive 
approach to optimizing the 
digital experience. 

APM solutions are optimized for storing 

telemetry data like metrics and traces, while 

log management solutions are optimized for 

cost-efficient storage and querying of log data 

at scale . When deployed together, these tools 

optimize log coverage and offer comprehensive 

observability, monitoring, and analytics across 

the entire DevOps pipeline .

Keep reading to learn how an  
EU Fintech Saves 70% Pairing 
ChaosSearch with Splunk.
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  EU Fintech Saves 70% Pairing ChaosSearch with Splunk

One of Europe’s fastest-growing fintech platforms revolutionizing the “Buy Now, Pay Later”  

credit card market faced a challenge with cost-effective log management . Their previous  

solution, Splunk, became expensive as they scaled . The company was under pressure to  

provide the fintech infrastructure to support unprecedented growth for online retailers  

during the COVID-19 pandemic . 

The Solution

The company selected ChaosSearch for its capabilities to index, search, and analyze all their 

data as-is—without transformation and without movement . ChaosSearch manages the entire 

environment on behalf of the company, which reduces the number of nodes (and engineering 

resources) needed to keep its log management and Splunk infrastructure up and running .

Indexing the data in S3 with no data movement or ETL process enables a more agile, cost-

effective, and adaptable environment overall . The company is on pace to save 70% pairing 

ChaosSearch with Splunk . Deploying ChaosSearch alongside Splunk for security, this new system 

extends the company’s data retention periods from weeks to years—enabling trend analyses 

over longer periods of time . With this capability, the company can better adapt to rapidly shifting 

shopper behaviors, complex data privacy laws, and security requirements .
Ultimately, these shifts translate into 
better technical and people processes 
that ensure a high integrity product 
during a critical time, all while saving 
the company $3.5 million per year.

There were a few critical challenges that 
the company faced, which were becoming 
difficult to navigate using Splunk alone:

Massive log volume growth  
was leading to performance  
issues at scale

Real-time audit reporting 
requirements

Data retention limitations,  
which prohibited year over  
year trend analysis

Poor visibility into transactions 

https://www.chaossearch.io/resources/customers/eufintech
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The goal is to make  
decisions that can drive 
business improvements.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Today, many data analysts and business intelligence (BI) power users are integrating log data into popular BI 

tools such as Tableau, Looker, and PowerBI . This data can help them gain deeper insights into their applications 

and infrastructure . The goal is to make decisions that can drive business improvements,  such as more intelligent 

product pipelines, marketing campaigns and sales efforts .

For example, product-led growth (PLG)-oriented companies can use log analytics to combine product and user 

experience data, analyzing it holistically for trends on the features and functionality their customers want most . 

The challenge is that customer data exists in multiple data silos such as Salesforce, web logs, Google Adwords, 

marketing automation tools, and more. It can be both difficult and expensive to correlate user interactions with 

a company’s product and data from these disparate applications . 

To do this today, many organizations have to build and maintain complex pipelines, create multiple 

transformations, and export to multiple analytics tools . These steps make it nearly impossible, and cost-

prohibitive, to have an accurate, 360º view of the customer to inform product decisions . However, emerging 

approaches to SQL analytics on a data analytics platform that makes data available through multiple APIs 

allows for easy data integration, without data movement or complex data engineering behind the scenes . This 

can unlock business users’ access to data, without having to involve data science or data engineering teams to 

gain access to the insights they need . 

As a result, product teams can join A/B testing data with user metadata for a more complete picture of customer 

experience and product usage . This data allows them to prioritize and accelerate feature releases, reduce the risk 

and cost of experimentation, and dramatically improve the quality of insights that can be applied to grow product 

usage and revenue. Marketing teams can also benefit from these solutions, by combining customer data from 

multiple sources to create a single view of the customer . This data makes their campaigns more personalized  

and relevant for both existing customers and prospects .
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CALCULATING THE ROI OF LOG ANALYTICS 
As noted before, log analytics costs can quickly add up . Many organizations turn to open source 

solutions like the ELK stack or a managed Elasticsearch service because their startup costs are low . 

But over time costs can creep up due to steadily increasing volumes of data ingested per day, required 

retention periods, and the associated personnel needed to manage the deployment .

As demonstrated in our four key use cases, log data contains a wealth of otherwise hidden insights an  

organization needs to run more effectively, and more securely. Some of the benefits of these use cases 

can be mapped to clear cost centers . In some cases, the cost of inaction is clear . For example, according 

to the IBM and Ponemon Institute study cited earlier, the cost of a security incident in 2021 rose to $4 .24  

million—the highest average cost in 17 years . With the variety and number of security incidents 

increasing, it’s likely this number will continue to rise .

In addition, depending on your industry, the cost of non-compliance can be severe . Violations to widely 

applicable data protection laws like GDPR can cost organizations hundreds of thousands to millions  

of dollars .

Average cost of a security incident in 2021.

$4.24 Million

How do you know if the  
costs are worth it?

Calculating the ROI of a log analytics  
solution involves two main steps:

Step 1
Determining the value of log  
analytics to your organization

Step 2
Figuring out the TCO of a  
log analytics solution

Depending on your industry, the cost 
of non-compliance can be severe.
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To calculate the TCO of log analytics, consider how the following aspects  
of log monitoring and retention will impact your monthly cost. Here are  
some key questions to ask:

Operational Data

How much log data do you need to support everyday operations?

Data Retention

How many days do you need to retain logs to meet compliance or business  

requirements, before moving these logs to cold storage?

Ingestion Rate

How much raw data will you need to ingest per day in the coming weeks and months?

Overhead

How will your storage capacity account for sudden spikes in data ingestion, due to  

unexpected events such as legitimate user demands or unauthorized activity?

If you are struggling with 
the cost and complexity of 
managing an on-premises 
ELK stack or a managed 
Elasticsearch service, it might 
be time to consider a more 
cost-efficient alternative. 

A true TCO analysis of your ELK stack must 

include the cost of administration and 

maintenance, as well as difficult trade-offs 

for data retention . Fortunately, the unique 

ChaosSearch architecture and technologies 

consume far fewer resources than a comparable 

ELK stack,  providing cost savings of up to 80% .

A true TCO analysis of your ELK stack 
must include the cost of administration 
and maintenance, as well as difficult 
trade-offs for data retention.

From there, you should consider the cost of inaction (see the cost centers identified previously) within 

your TCO calculation . In other words, how much will not having a log analytics solution cost you?

Beyond the hard numbers, be sure to map the intangible benefits—including the potential to drive bottom 

line revenue by discovering previously unidentified insights. One other aspect to think about is how log 

analytics can complement existing observability investments, such as a SIEM platform or an APM tool .
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